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Lingua: (Dal libro di testo SURE Intermediate - Cambridge)
Unit 1 - Grammar: present simple; present continuous; be used to/get used to + -ing; comparat-
ives; superlatives; adverbial comparisons; modifying adjectives and adverbs; prefixes. Functions: 
talk about everyday life; compare & describe. Vocabulary: questionnaire on your life; daily life; 
personality; appearance; everyday idioms (people). Communication: greetings & goodbyes; intro-
ductions; asking for clarification.
Unit 2 - Grammar: past simple; past continuous; used to/would; quantifiers; indefinite pronouns; 
countable and uncountable nouns; phrasal verbs with get; specifying quantity. Functions: talk 
about the past; talk about quantity. Vocabulary: life stages; life events; success. Focus on accuracy:
I can use a range of grammatical forms correctly; I can fill the gap; I can reword sentences; I can 
form words; I can listen for detail.
Unit 3 - Grammar: present perfect review; for/since; ever/never; present perfect vs past simple; 
present perfect+ just/ already/ yet/ so far/ almost; present perfect continuous; present perfect 
simple vs present perfect continuous; present perfect/ past simple time expressions. Functions: 
talk about experiences and duration; talk about recent activities. Vocabulary: questionnaire on 
sport; difficulties; parts of a car; weather; everyday idioms (weather).
Unit 4 - Grammar: relative clauses; modal verbs; semi-modal verbs; phrasal verbs with take. Func-
tions: define & add information. Vocabulary: learning. Focus on fluency: I can express ideas and 
opinions. Focus on accuracy: I can use a range of grammatical forms correctly; I can fill the gap; I 
can reword sentences; I can form words; I can listen for detail. Focus on exams: Reading; Use of 
English; Writing. 
Unit 5 – Grammar: be going to; present continuous as future; will; future continuous; future per-
fect; future perfect continuous; phrases with future meaning. Functions: talk about the future; 
predict future completed actions. Vocabulary: finances; fashion; verb collocations; word expander:
suffixes; everyday idioms (money).
Le abilità della comprensione scritta e orale sono state potenziate attraverso la lettura e l’ascolto 
di diversi testi presenti nelle unità.

 

Letteratura: (dal libro di testo Amazing Minds 1– Pearson Longman)
The Renaissance and the Age of Shakespeare 
Historical and Social Background
Picturing History: Power through Portraits
William Shakespeare : The greatest playwright
Cultural Landmarks: The Globe Theatre(s)
Romeo and Juliet
Extract: A pair of star-crossed lovers
Extract: The balcony scene
Macbeth
visione del film Macbeth (2015)



The Tempest
Extract: Prospero and Caliban
Shakespearean Sonnets: Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?; My mistress’ eyes are nothing 
like the sun
Comparing perspectives. Shakespeare and Petrarch
The Italian Sonnet: Erano i capei d’oro a l’aura sparsi
The Age of Classicism: The rise of the novel
Daniel Defoe: Robinson Crusoe
Jonathan Swift: Gulliver’s Travels
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